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Suppose S is the symmetric group of degree r and K is an algebraicallyr
closed field of prime characteristic p. A major problem for the representa-
tion theory of S over K is that of understanding the decompositionr
numbers, that is the multiplicities of the composition factors of the Specht
modules.
 .There is an analogue problem for polynomial representations of GL K ,n
namely that of understanding composition factors of Weyl modules. This
appears to be a hard problem, and an answer to this is suggested by the
Lusztig conjecture, for type A.
w xIt was discovered by Ja that the decomposition numbers for the
symmetric group S are the same as composition multiplicities for Weylr
 .modules of GL K if r s n and that, conversely, most compositionn
 .factors of the Weyl modules of GL K of homogeneous degree n can ben
calculated from decomposition numbers of S .n
We shall prove here that in fact all composition multiplicities of Weyl
modules are equal to decomposition numbers of symmetric groups if one
allows r to vary. There are in fact precise formulae relating the composi-
 .tion multiplicities see 1.4 . These are known for a few years; they were
proved using tilting modules and the theory of quasi-hereditary algebras
 w x.see R; D; E . Here we observe that a particular case can be used to
obtain the result which is given in 2.4.
1. PRELIMINARIES
1.1. Assume K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p.
Let S be the symmetric group of degree r. For a partition m of r, let S mr
w xbe the Specht module corresponding to m JK, 7.1.3 . A partition l is
p-regular if it does not have p equal parts. Suppose l is p-regular, then Sl
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has a unique simple quotient, denoted by Dl. The modules Dl as l varies
over the p-regular partitions of r form a full set of pairwise nonisomorphic
w xysimple K S modules JK, 7.1.14 . We denote byr
w m l xS : D
the multiplicity of Dl as a composition factor of S m. These numbers are
precisely the decomposition numbers d for the symmetric group S overml r
characteristic p, since S m is defined characteristic-free and is irreducible
in characteristic zero.
1.2. We fix a positive integer n; and we consider polynomial
 .representations of GL K . An indecomposable module of this kind isn
homogeneous of degree r for some r ; that is, it belongs to the category Mr
 .of polynomial representations of GL K , in which all coefficients aren
polynomials homogeneous of degree r in the coordinate functions. We fix
q .now some degree r ; and let L n, r be the set of all partitions of r with
at most n parts; this set is partially ordered by the dominance order of
q .partitions. The simple modules in M are parametrized by L n, r ; andr
 .  .we denote by L l the simple module whose highest weight is l. Let D l
 .be the Weyl module with highest weight l; then D l has a unique simple
 .quotient, and this is isomorphic to L l , and all other composition factors
 . q .  .of D l have highest weight in L n, r . Moreover, let = l be the
 .  .  .contravariant dual of D l ; it has a simple socle, isomorphic to L l . We
denote by
D m : L l .  .
 .  .the multiplicity of L l as a composition factor of D m .
 .1.3. Let F D be the full subcategory of M whose objects are ther
 .modules which have a Weyl filtration. Similarly, let F = be the full
 .subcategory of M of modules with =-filtration. If M g F D then wer
w  .x  .denote by M : D l the filtration multiplicity of D l in some Weyl
filtration of M.
There is a new class of modules parametrized by highest weights which
was discovered by Ringel.
w x q .THEOREM R . For each l g L n, r , there is a unique indecomposable
 .  .module with highest weight l which belongs to both F D and F = and
 .which is denoted as T l . Moreo¨er, these are all indecomposable modules in
 .  .F D l F = .
This result holds more generally for quasi-hereditary algebras; in the
 .context here, the quasi-hereditary algebra is the Schur algebra S n, r and
 .  w x. .the category M is equivalent to the category of S n, r -modules see G .r
For the situation we are interested in here, there is a more explicit
 . w x  .description of the modules T l , due to Donkin D . Let a [ a , . . . , a1 k
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be a partition. Define
a aikE [ m E . .  .H His1
For a partition l, let l9 be the conjugate partition. With this notation, we
have the following.
 .THEOREM. The indecomposable modules T l are precisely the sum-
a 9 . q .  .mands of H E , where a ¨aries through L n, r . Moreo¨er, T l occurs
l9 .with multiplicity one as a direct summand of H E .
 .1.4. The filtration multiplicities of T l are related to composition
 .multiplicities of Weyl modules for GL K but also to composition multi-n
plicities of Specht modules for symmetric groups, as follows.
q .THEOREM. Let l, m g L n, r . Then we ha¨e
T l : D m s D m9 : L l9 . .  .  .  .
Moreo¨er, if l is p-regular then
m lw xT l : D m s S : D . .  .
w x w xThe first identity was proved in D ; and the second was obtained in E
 .in fact, both are essentially the same . However, it was already discovered
w x w  .  .x w m lxby James Ja that D m9 : L l9 is equal to S : D when l is p-regular;
 .but at that time the modules T l were not yet known.
1.5. This implies that all decomposition numbers for S are alsor
 w x.composition multiplicities of Weyl modules see Ja . Namely, take n s r ;
q .then L n, r is the set of all partitions of r. Therefore the multiplicities
w  .  .xD m9 : L l9 , where l varies through the p-regular partitions and m
varies through all partitions of r give all decomposition numbers for the
symmetric group S .r
2. FROM SYMMETRIC GROUPS TO WEYL MODULES
We will now show that conversely the decomposition numbers of sym-
metric groups give all composition multiplicities of Weyl modules for
 . GL K if r is allowed to vary. Let d be the partition d [ n y 1, n yn
.  .  . 2, . . . , 2, 1, 0 with n parts, then p y 1 d is a partition of p y 1 n n y
.  . .1 r2; and the Weyl module D p y 1 d is a Steinberg module. Let also F
denote the Frobenius map. We shall use the following result for twisted
tensor products.
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q .2.1. LEMMA. Let m g L n, r , then
 .  .F  . .   . .a D m m D p y 1 d ( D pm q p y 1 d , and
 .  .F  . .   . .b T m m D p y 1 d ( T pm q p y 1 d .
w xThis can be deduced from results by J; D , for example, as follows. It
 .suffices to consider the restriction to SL K . Then d corresponds to r,n
 . w xhalf the sum of the positive roots; and for part a we apply J, II.3.19 .
 . w  .xPart b is a special case of D, 2.1 , where we take t s m and
 .l s p y 1 r and where we work with F s F ; then we have l g X .1 1
w xMoreover, we have with the notation of D that
l s 2 p y 1 r q w l s 2 p y 1 r y p y 1 r s l. .  .  .0
 . .  . .  . .Now T p y 1 r ( D p y 1 r ( L p y 1 r . Moreover, let G be1
 . .the first Frobenius kernel, then the restriction of L p y 1 r to G is1
w  .xsimple, hence indecomposable. Therefore by D, 2.1 we obtain
F F
D p y 1 r m T m ( T p y 1 r m T m ( T p y 1 r q pm .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
as required.
q .2.2. COROLLARY. We ha¨e for m, g g L n, r
T m : D g s T pm q p y 1 d : D pg q p y 1 d . .  .  .  . .  .
For an integer r G 1, we set now
nt r [ pr q p y 1 .  .  /2
q .  . q  ..and if m g L n, r we define a partition t m g L n, t r by
t m [ pm q p y 1 n y 1, n y 2, . . . , 1, 0 . .  .  .
 .The important fact is that t m is always p-regular; since this allows us to
relate decomposition numbers for the symmetric group S to composi-t r .
 .tion multiplicities of Weyl modules for GL n, K :
q . w  .  .x2.3. PROPOSITION. Let l, m g L n, r . Then D m : L l s
w t m9. tl9.xS : D .
w  .  .x w  .  .xProof. We have D m : L l s T l9 : D m9 by 1.4; and by 2.2 this
w   ..   ..xnumber is equal to T t l9 : D t m9 which is the same as the decompo-
w t m9. tl9.xsition number S : D for the symmetric group S , by 1.4.t r .
Combining 1.4 and 2.3 we have now proved the following.
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2.4. THEOREM. Assume K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic
p ) 0, and let n g N. The composition multiplicities of Weyl modules for
 .GL n, K are equal to decomposition numbers for the symmetric groups Sr
when r is allowed to ¨ary.
 .2.5. 1 Let r be a fixed integer. One may consider the matrix
w X x X w  .  .xD9 [ d , where d s D m9 : L l9 . The submatrix of D9 consist-ml m , l ml
ing of those columns with l p-regular is equal to the decomposition matrix
w xD s d of the symmetric group S , by 1.4.ml m , l r
On the other hand, by 2.3 we have that the matrix D9 is a submatrix of
the decomposition matrix for the symmetric group S since dX st r . ml
w t m . tl.x  . XS : D . In particular, the degree t r is sufficient to describe all dml
q .for l, m g L n, r .
 .  .One notes that in fact all partitions of t r of the form t l belong to
the same p-block of the symmetric group S , namely to the block oft r .
 .weight r whose p-core is p y 1 d .
 .2 This also shows that the decomposition matrix of S is a submatrixr
of the decomposition matrix of a single block of S , and this givest r .
information on relations satisfied by Brauer characters in this block.
 .3 In general this will not be a practical method for calculating compo-
sition multiplicities of Weyl modules; with a few exceptions the decomposi-
tion numbers for symmetric groups are not known. Of course, this is not
surprising, bearing in mind the above result.
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